A DB Computer Solutions Use-Case Study

Assemblers Increase Control with the Power of
Integrated Sage 200cloud and Sage CRM
Assembly operations have a wide range of challenges, from
Hasto
your
enterprise outgrown its present accounting system?
sourcing and scheduling inbound parts (matching those
production
Have
you
implemented
advanced processes, or operate in a
schedules), to ensuring sales personnel have the right information
to
multi-company environment – but your accounting system
maximise sales.
can’t manage increasing complexity?

With Sage integrated solutions from DB Computer Solutions, we drive
centralized control for new efficiencies.

Snapshot

Challenge
Let’s say your company assembles a variety of construction

Challenge

An Irish assembly company used manual
systems to plan its operations and manage
stock. They required a solution to increase
efficiency and profits through better planning
with access to accurate data.

equipment for global license holders. Half of your sales are
international. Half are in Ireland. And because you source parts
from all over the world, lead times for delivery can cause headaches.
Your objective is JIT assembly: to exactly match finished items

Solutions
Sage 200c hybrid cloud-enabled
accounting integrated with:

with sales, and parts delivery with required builds of materials. The
challenge seems at times a hundred-fold.
The manual stock control system your company uses is cumber-

Sage CRM

some and expensive. Teams of personnel must count individual
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bins located in two separate assembly buildings to account for
over 1000 individual parts. Your sales force uses Excel spreadsheets to track existing and prospective customer orders, and

Benefits

you’re never quite sure what’s in the sales pipeline and what’s not.
Often, sales personnel make your life more difficult because they
maintain those spreadsheets in stand-alone IT infrastructure –

Cloud-enabled accounting replaces
stand-alone systems for greater
efficiency

which means you have to prod each sales person to email their
spreadsheets to update your forecast every time you need it.
Furthermore, your accounting system, also housed in a

Enhanced Business Intelligence
helps management plan assembly
operations for greater productivity
and profits

stand-alone server, seems to struggle with burgeoning growth

The solution tracks every part, to
minimize stock-outs, and streamline
stock on hand

workflows that increase efficiency, reduce overheads, increase

and can’t keep up.
The question is: how can you centralise your systems to gain
real-time information – vital data that will enable you to execute
profits, and give you even more room for growth?

Increased accuracy
Future proofed

The Solution
DB Computer Solutions I.T. consultants sat down with their counterparts at the assembly operation. Following the
development of a road-map, DB Computer Solutions deployed a fully-integrated, cloud-enabled solution.
Sage 200cloud gives the assembly company the accounting power it needs to plan for the future, with all the accounting functionalities growing businesses need to meet day-to-day requirements. Enhanced Business Intelligence drives
management insight with easy to design data sets and graphical interfaces.
Sage CRM centralizes communications across critical contacts. In the case of the assembly company, management
chose to deploy Sage CRM to not only its sales team, but also to critical members of its assembly operations including
purchasing and planners
The results have been profitable.

The Benefits
The assembly company has replaced its legacy accounting system with Sage 200cloud. The hybrid cloud solution is used
to process all accounting information the company relies on, but does much more. In-built Microsoft Office 365 enables
authorized management to access critical operating information from anywhere, at anytime.
The integrated Business Intelligence module enables management to develop a variety of critical reports. One of the
most valuable compares sales with stock already assembled, as well as planned assembly schedules. It also compares
stocks of critical parts to planned assembly. Management uses this data to tweak parts orders, minimizing stock-out
scenarios while also maximizing the efficiency of capital tied up in expensive parts. Information is also used to schedule
assembly operations to match customer demand.
Sales forecasts used as part of the BI analysis are now much more credible. The company replaced the manual
Excel-based sales forecast reporting system with Sage CRM. Company sales personnel use this software to track all
communications with end-customers and prospects. Firm orders and prospect pipeline unit numbers (as well as values)
are also tracked. When management requires this data, it no longer has to beg for Excel spreadsheets. Instead, it’s simply
a matter of accessing the information using the centralized Sage CRM dashboard.
Stock control for the company had always been a problem. However, following the successful deployment of Sage
200cloud and Sage CRM, the assembly company retired its manual system and replacing it with integrated Sage
Barcode from DB Computer Solutions. The software tracks every single item of stock as it enters the company’s warehouses. Barcodes are generated, applied to stock (or bins, in the case of smaller parts), and scanned. That information is
automatically migrated to Sage 200cloud. With Barcode, the company knows exactly how much stock it has on hand,
precisely where it is located, and can track those items all the way through the assembly process.
The future-proofed Sage solution also means it will grow as the company grows.
With the integrated, centralized Sage Solution from DB Computer Solutions, assembler across Ireland can plan assembly
operations effectively, while also increasing productivity and profits.
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